Abstract
Regeneration is a fundamental perpetual tissue process much attributed to functions of adult stem cell. In last decades delivery of adult stem cells to restore tissue structure is widely adopted in regenerative medicine. However This feeder acquires increasing heterogeneity and becomes a guiding feeder that provides basic level of organization to increase complexity of structure up to normal tissue. We also highlight potential role of adult mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) as the main source of guiding feeder and support it by our recent knowledge of their biological function.
Finally, we assume that CS known to be a feasible delivery tool in therapeutics resemble guiding feeder and show our own data indicating properties of MSC-based
1.
Introduction: regeneration as a tissue process of guided organization Living organisms possess an amazing ability to temporarily avoid perpetual increase of entropy stipulated by the Second law of thermodynamics and, thus, unavoidable destruction (which eventually occurs). This depends on another ability of living systems to utilize energy of the outer world and reduce internal entropy to keep their form/structure (e.g. to maintain chemical bonds and electrostatic interactions) which applies to all levels of organization -from single cell to tissue to whole organism [1] .
Obviously, living organisms do not violate the Second law of thermodynamics, but manage to keep a balance between energy-dependent synthesis and spontaneous destruction constantly "re-creating" structures instead of those "destroyed by entropy". This leads us to a rather mechanistic conclusion that a living system exists in homeostasis due to permanent renewal triggered by a fundamental law of nature [2, 3] .
This law also underlies recovery from a much more intense and less fundamental factor -namely damage. Successful regeneration after destruction of tissue down to molecular level requires "recreation" of native structure [4] . This can be achieved by moving down the path from chaos of initial stages immediately after damage to formation and progressive complication of connections between synthesized elements eventually increasing order in the system and, thus, reducing entropy [5, 6] .
These nature-given mechanisms of human body support and repair after damage are employed by regenerative medicine which up to date relies on adult stem cell intrinsic potential to renew, differentiate and restore tissue structure andultimately -function. In this paradigm our understanding of therapeutic regeneration in human body is "stem cell-centristic" portraying adult stem cells as regenerative "commando engineers" who can handle the whole operation on their own -from deployment to rebuilding functional tissue or organ once delivered viable and in sufficient amounts.
Accumulated data suggests that regenerative potential of adult stem cell and outcome of its activation is defined by a combination of intrinsic abilities and conditions of environment that control, direct and support finely balanced stages of progenitor maturation and stem cell renewal [7] . Indeed, since Raymond Schofield's seminal paper [8] cell biology has adopted the concept of stem cell as a "nonautonomous" unit depending on its environment (namely, the "niche"). Critical role of environment has also been supported by investigation focused on molecular and cellular processes that drive tissue development and postnatal regeneration in primitive animals that show marvelous abilities to rebuild body parts or even the whole organism (e.g. planarians or starfish). Even in these creatures "isolated" adult stem cells lack ability to drive full-scale regeneration and require certain volume of tissue with intact interactions between elements [9] .
This hypothesis article suggests a view on human body regeneration pinpointing the following points:
1. Early stages of regeneration result in formation of a stromal cell feeder that serves a basis for future increase of complexity during tissue formation;
2. Increase of complexity in the feeder results in tissue-like interactions between cells and heterogeneous structure and gradients of stimuli that play a potential guiding role for other cell types (guiding feeder);
3. Adult mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) are the most prominent candidate cell type as a main producer of guiding feeder.
Finally, we suggest a model object for ex vivo study of MSC-derived guiding feeder -namely cell sheets widely considered as a delivery tool to avoid cell death due to apoptosis in suspended state and provide our initial experimental data. This moves our view on these constructs beyond a simple delivery platform suggests their use as a model of a critical physiologically occurring stage of tissue regeneration.
We believe that cell sheets turn out to be a feasible model to understand mechanisms of tissue formation after damage and -potentially -utilize this knowledge to increase efficacy of stimulated human body repair which is the basis of regeneration. This brings us to a concept that tissue has certain hierarchy which can be portrayed as a pyramid where highly specialized cells reside on top but depend on the basis -a huge mass of other elements -endothelium, stromal cells, neural terminals etc. Described hierarchy existing in the tissue brings up allusions with biological ecosystems known as niches.
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The metaphor above is useful not only for explanation of how normal tissue is organized, but to describe tissue repair either. Severe damage to tissue results in loss of structure, and disruption of hierarchy with regulatory framework that has existed. In ecology this is similar to destruction of the ecosystem -e.g. a forest fire with complete burnout of vast areas to ashes and loss of all inhabitants of the ecosystem ( Fig.1) . Below, we summarize the most important points and show allusion between the regenerating tissue and the forest ecological niche. After a fire the site of catastrophe can not be immediately re-populated by the species from the top of food chain, but will undergo slow restoration of structure and hierarchy from the bottom starting with the most adaptive and viable species. When they generate a necessary trophic substrate then more demanding species can enter this system and populate it. Gradually the species diversity and biological capacity of entire ecosystem increases and both -structure and hierarchy is restored.
Extrapolated to the tissue this example illustrates the crucial role of early stages in tissue regeneration when a community of cells is formed to restore basic elements of microenvironment. Putative sequence of events generally corresponds in early stages generally corresponds to well-known reparative regeneration reaction:
1. Immediately after damage involved area is cleansed by inflammatory response. However, this phase leaves a "ground zero" with completely disrupted structure of the tissue down to the molecular level.
2.
After cease of acute phase of inflammation stromal cells with a major fraction of MSC migrate to the damaged area and actively attenuating intensity of residual inflammation and proliferate. However, such primitive feeder is not sufficient for structure recovery and formation of structural heterogeneity observed in mature tissue. Concept of a single cell type working as a regenerative scaffold or a priming quasi-tissue is actually not novel in zoology where we all are familiar with the salamander amputated limb regrowth. It is possible due to rapid formation of blastema which becomes the ground for a complex process of limb growth [11] . We hereby suggest that feeder 8 undergoes a stage of maturation and believe it to be a tissue-like structure and apply the term "guiding". Both concepts arise from events occurring between the phase of basic tissue elements recovery and restoration of structure specialization:
4. ECM and paracrine factors produced by the feeder inevitably result in strengthening of intercellular interactions between the stromal cells.
Eventually they self-organize and form areas of heterogeneity with differential production of structural factors and soluble proteins resulting in a gradient of stimuli. At this point the system is no longer just a sum of stromal cells, but has heterogeneous structure and forms hierarchy between elements.
5. As structural heterogeneity in feeder increases it results in signal gradient formation and, thus, specific areas of the feeder attract specific cell types. Some of them provide vascular nutrition and neural trophic rebuilding middle part of the "pyramid" (Fig. 1-2 ) making ground for the most specialized elements -stem/progenitor cells and parenchyma that stand on ttop of hierarchy. Frankly speaking, heterogeneity of feeder tissue serves a "guiding light" for further restoration of structure so we suggest the term guiding feeder for this system. (BMP) that control resident stem cell fate and its differentiation [15] . However, this function of MSC is not limited to specific niches and in intact tissue MSC participate in formation of microenvironment for all cell types located there [16] . Thus, MSC are involved in maintaining of structure and cellular homeostasis of healthy tissue [17] .
However, after damage MSC show prominent abilities that are prerequisites for their potential role of a main cellular source for the guiding feeder described above. 
MSC function Reference
Ubiquitous location in tissues and organs Bianco, et al. [18] Multipotency and high-proliferative potential Pittenger, et al. [19] Survival under stress conditions and inflammation Lee, et al. [20] Oh, et al. [21] Immunomodulatory activity (reduction of inflammation)
Spaeth, et al. [22] Bernardo and Fibbe [23] Semedo, et al. [24] Active ECM production and turnover Kalinina, et al. [25] Active pleiotropic secretome Rubina, et al. [26] Makarevich, et al. [27] In case of damage MSC are activated and migrate to the lesion site where they proliferate [28] . However, the main part -the "guiding" function of the feeder seems completely elusive from our recent knowledge and depends on a complex and heterogeneous structure making it marginally unexplorable in vivo. However, in our numerous works focused on developing new stem cell delivery methods [27, 29, 30] we stumbled upon widely disregarded spontaneous heterogeneity in CS from MSC which hinted their use as a potential ex vivo model of suggested guiding feeder.
Below we provide a brief overview to support choice of model object and provide our preliminary data. This technology quickly found application in many areas of regenerative medicine, primarily due to advantages over routinely used direct injection. Injection of cells has drawbacks mainly related to massive cell death [32] , as well as cell stress, loss of surface receptors, contacts and destruction of environment due to processing by proteolytic enzymes [33] . From this position, the use of cell sheets as a method of delivering cells in an intact state, with a native microenvironment, seems to be the most attractive. On the other hand, CS are not classically engineered tissue -they more resemble an extremely dense culture yet considered feasible when complex structure is not required: for example, to cover skin wounds or ulcers or to facilitate bone/cartilage defect healing [34, 35] . Many preclinical and clinical studies using CS technology were aimed at treating diseases of the bones, cartilage, skin, urinary bladder, heart, blood vessels, esophagus, cornea etc [36] . Nevertheless, despite the practical significance of CS technology, the mechanisms underlying cell self-organization, ECM deposition and formation of intercellular contacts have not been studied.
3.2 Using cell sheets as a model object to study guiding feeder properties MSC of different sources readily form CS and we lately have focused on experimental proof of their efficacy in numerous disorders ranging from wound healing to myocardial ischemia [29, 37, 38] . However, concept of MSC as a source of guiding feeder drew our attention to the fact that MSC-derived CS show vivid spontaneous heterogeneity despite being initially seeded from a relatively homogeneous cell population. Furthermore, this heterogeneity is formed after a certain period of time and brings up the "missing" link -formation of focal stimuli which we stress as a crucial factor of tissue organization and regeneration after damage. In this final part we focus on our preliminary data that reveal distinctive similar features of MSC-derived CS and putative guiding feeder described above.
For details of experimental procedures please address supplementary Materials and methods online. show increased expression of stemness-associated factor (NANOG); real-time qPCR (n=3); data expressed as mean ± standard deviation are shown. We compared monolayer culture to separately studied "valleys" and "hills" laserdissected from a CS imitating mature guiding feeder. We found that "hills" showed significantly increased expression of NANOG than monolayer or "valleys" of same CS (Figure 3, d) . It suggested that guiding feeder (or CS) heterogeneity results in either sorting of different cells to different compartments of the construct or local shift of stemness -in particular, higher NANOG expression. In any case, this set of data is an evidence that structural heterogeneity is accompanied by changes of MSC status in situ which resembles primitive hierarchy and putatively related to focal gradients of stimuli in the guiding feeder.
Cell density distribution heterogeneity correlates with heterogeneity of MSC subpopulations

Cell distribution heterogeneity correlates with heterogeneity of ECM distribution
Guiding function of the feeder relies much on structural proteins of ECM that should form differential distribution of them in CS to create local microenvironments. We studied the features of 2 crucial ECM proteins -fibronectin and laminin CS (Fig. 4) . In our experiment "hills" and "valleys" showed different patterns of fibronectin packing. Curiously laminin deposition was detectable only in "hills" and monolayer no acquirable signal detected. Since laminin is an ECM protein involved in cooperative interaction of stroma with endothelium and epithelium we assume that heterogeneity of laminin distribution may have functional meaning and, thus, indicates significant changes on tissue environment in the "hills".
Thus, differential distribution of laminin in CS can be the basis of increased complexity of that is a function of the guiding feeder. Immunofluorescent microscopy, nuclei are stained by DAPI.
Conclusions
Presented concept of guiding feeder is a subject for discussion; however, it drives us to shift the focus from "cell-censtristic" approach in regenerative medicine to "tissue-centristic" view on human body regeneration after damage. To conclude, we shall summarize the main points of the hypothesis we promote by this article:
1. Regeneration as a process is characterized by increase of heterogeneity and complexity of intercellular communications that define tissue topography and organization to ensure function;
2. Existing hierarchy of tissue elements results in hierarchy of regeneration which resembles order of ecological niche recovery. To further elucidate the role and structure of suggested MSC-based guiding feeder we propose ex vivo use of a feasible object -namely cell sheets. It has long been known that 3D approaches demonstrate more physiological conditions and similarity with native tissue than 2D monolayer [39] . We believe that CS can be considered not only as a mean of therapeutic use, but also as an object for investigation as far as it mimics key features of MSC-based guiding feeder as we stipulated them in our hypothesis. Previously observed positive effects of therapy by CS can be attributed not only effective delivery of viable cells and presence of ECM, but also rendered by organization of cells, matrix and secreted factors that build up a tissue-like regulatory network and form spontaneous heterogeneity we observed in vitro in CS.
